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Perhaps due to pure coincidence, while in the UAT commons, I was talking with a few 

other people about this very same genre, only someone in this conversation didn’t know what a 

roleplaying game was. They also didn’t really play games in general, so using the typical game 

terminology wouldn’t have gone anywhere. This conversation easily highlighted just how 

diverse and split part the genre of role-playing games have become.  

What is the first thing a typical gamer thinks of when they hear the term “role-play”? I 

can’t really answer this for anyone because it varies due to how many kinds of role-playing 

games there are. Someone in the conversation mentioned above sad that to them, a role-

playing game is a television show with interaction. Regardless of what angle one sees role-

playing games, all of them have the same basis. The player takes on the role of someone or 

something and journeys through the game in their shoes. The problem with this definition, 

however, is it is too broad and can essentially encompass almost every single game. Does this 

mean that most games out there fall into the role-play genre? Not necessarily. This is where the 

divide on hat many people confuse role-play to be takes place. There’s many smaller, more 
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isolated cases but most opinions usually follow into these three categories: Acting, Structured, 

and Simulation 

ARPGs (Acting Role-Playing Games) started before electronics were even a thing with 

tabletop games such as D&D. An ARPG is where the player literally acts and voices out what 

their character would do, say, and stand for. In a sense, this turns the plyer into an actor, quite 

literally putting themselves in their character’s shoes and exploring their role actively. 

Eventually, this aspect turned into an even closer regard to “acting” in the form of LARPS, or 

Live Action Role-Play. These games are no longer constricted to a table, now using the great 

outdoors as a giant map and people as the characters. Instead of words depicting actions, the 

players literally do those actions. Serious larpers even use armor, weapons, and actual items 

with GMS watching over the players to make sure nobody gets truly hurt. With electronic 

games coming out, ARPG’s have barely made a dent in the electronic markets, as most RPGS 

follow the other two deals. Regardless, there are modded games, custom made servers, and 

even some games like Tabletop Simulator that takes the tabletop games and implements them 

into an electronic customization.  

Electronic customization goes into the next style of RPG, SRPGs. SRPGs, or Structured 

Role-Playing Games, allow the player to take the role of a character but are locked to a certain 

storyline or series of events. Instead of acting out the character, they have a limited amount of 

options and no room to build the character. The most famous of these styles of RPGS is Final 

Fantasy, where (in most of them) the player takes charge of a named character whom already 

has a class and statistic. The player is then taken through a world with no previous knowledge 

and plays that character. This s a structure format, one that is prebuilt and already plans you for 

every action. The player simply instigates the continuation of the story. There isn’t too much to 

say in this style because this is the typical, labeled RPG game seen all the time.  

Last, but not least, we have the SRPG, or simulation RPG. These simulate a specific role 

or environment and allow the player to explore this simulation without a direct storyline or 

structured sequence of events. The player themselves creates the story, but they still have a 

role to perform. Usually these games have a sight sandbox feel to it, but that only focuses on 



the mechanics and not the entire picture. These differ from pure simulation games in that you 

have a defined character that you control throughout the entire experience.  
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Over the ages, the term “role-playing” has changed dramatically in meaning. In the 

majority of today’s game, almost nobody is actually role-playing within them, but instead 

simply playing the game as if I was any other game. These games constantly try to aim the 

player in being this character, but the immersion is never fully present as the player has very 

few methods to change the outcome of the game. In the majority of role-playing games, the 

plot and ending are rather easy to guess and understand, but this doesn’t mean they’re bad. 

There are the occasional games that are released that break the mold and fully embrace the 

idea that the player becomes the character, rather than the character guiding the player.  

Tabletop games are still very much prevalent in today’s society. Despite electronic 

gaming and immersion within simulations, the tabletop market is booming more than ever with 

a wide variety of different games for players to enjoy exploring and creating. The feeling and 

sound of dice being rolled across the table, whether a single 1d20 or many a 1d6 for that 

casting of fireball, is still music to many gamers. Even for electronic gamers, the symbol of a 
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single 6-sided die is prevalent to represent gaming in general (besides the game controller). Ni 

doubt RPG’s have had a major impact in the gaming community, but many still feel as though 

the electronic cousins of tabletop games restrict he player from truly adopting and playing out 

that role.  

Role-playing games will always be my love when they are done right and my hate when 

they are done wrong. It takes a very delicate balance of storyline, mechanics, and true player-

interactive decisions to make a role-playing game as good as its word origin. A single miss-step 

is all it takes in order to break that immersion, as seen in Mass Effect 3’s original ending 

sequence. The entire game was resound to be a flawless, amazing journey, but that single scene 

ruined the experience for many a player. I, guiltily, have not explored many of the popular RPGs 

such as Mass Effect or Dark Souls, but much of my role-playing love comes from games I myself 

have ran and created for the last 10-15 years. Other journeys in the genre stem from amazing 

and well-developed indie games; the developers of these indie games truly poured their love 

and soul into their RPG and it can be felt with the amount of proper depth and immersion 

presented to the player. Hours can pass by before one knows it, and that is the sign of a good 

RPG. 
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 Stardew Valley is the definitive example of a true simulation RPG that nails the 

immersion feeling. Modeled as PC’s twist on the popular predecessor, Harvest Moon, the 

player controls a custom-designed character as they start out rebuilding a family farm in a small 

town. That is the only storyline given to the player besides interactions with the town’s citizens. 

The player is then given full reigns to the game with millions of different directions and goals he 

player can set up or themselves. There is no wrong or right way to play this game. The game 

gives you goals, but you can easily create your own. Want an impressive, diverse farm that can 

run fulltime without needing your hand? Go right ahead. Want to tackle the mines and 

dungeon, becoming a powerful warrior with mighty weapons? That’s something you can do? 

Want to ditch your farm and simply live off the land? You can do that as well. The options 

present themselves every single day of this SRPG, and the only limits to what the player can 

accomplish is the mechanics (obviously) and the player’s imagination. 
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 Two Worlds is a common example of when a developer overestimates their own 

capacity to create a game. When Two World’s was released, it was overly hyped due to the 

promises that came with the game. “Twice as big as Oblivion, more options, more strategy, 

better graphics!” the list goes on, and Two Worlds quickly became one of the most anticipated 

RPGs to ever be released… until it was released. Every single promise was a lie, and the game 

was barely playable in its released state. There are more bugs and errors in this game than the 

first build of Skyrim had. The voice acting and writing is atrocious, easily shattering the 

immersion with the first cut-scene. The animations were extremely glitch, even having enemies 

and objects that just randomly pop in front of you. Collision either didn’t work or never existed, 

so the sight of townsfolk walking through walls and other people is common.  

 The biggest problem with this game, remarkably, isn’t even the list of errors. The story is 

a collection of clichés that barely pair together to form a story, and yet despite being an open 

world, constantly reminds the player of their task at hand with meaningless banter. The 

dialogue of every character and npc uses the “fake” old English style with incredibly drawn out 

and terrible voice acting hat doesn’t always sync up to the subtitles. Quests in the main 

storyline involve walking across cities to talk to the same two npcs as they essentially use the 

player as a telephone for their own conversation. The combat is essentially a one trick pony of 

smashing the enemy and dodging out of the way. Sure, there are options, but they pale in 

effectiveness compared to the typical normal attacking. All in all, the game was so terrible that 

the developer was offering to completely ignore the first game ever happened and release a 

“sequel”, even offering refunds for people who bought the game to aid towards the purchase 

of the second game. P.S.: the second game is just as bad. 


